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WHAT IS CONCEPT ART
By Dr. Kamila Tuszyńska

The term – Concept art is more and more commonly used these days.
With its growing popularity there is a problem of understanding the
term and, in the same time, of setting the border separating it from
illustration, sketch or model design. Everything artist does in the form of
concept, an idea is considered to be a concept art work. Does concept
art include any idea presented in the form of visual means? What about
stage designers or scenographers who draw their ideas for decorations
and costumes? Shall we consider them concept artists? When can
we call someone a concept graphic artist and when only a designer
or simply a graphic artist? What is concept art in its essence, and
what is certainly not?

Attempt to form a definition.
Concept art uses various visual means – digital techniques, drawing,
painting, sculpture. The very essence of concept art is visual presentation of a certain idea i.e. character image, place, weapon, product or
the whole presented world. The concept precedes the final product.
In other words, a concept is a vision allowing definition of the final
effect of any production – animated film, feature film of computer
game. Often concept has several dozens of iterations or proposals
of visualization of a theme which differ in small details but also they
can be totally different ideas.
Concept is not a sketch. Sketch is outline of an idea, a simple initial
draft. The idea in question is certainly not a draft due to the necessity
of quickness of creation and certain “incompleteness” but well-thoughtout design albeit not presented in details. In concept it is allowed to omit
details since its overreaching objective is to transmit certain idea and
to evoke specific sensations and emotions in a recipient.
Concept is not an illustration either. Albeit in technical aspects both
forms seem to be close, there is a major difference between both techniques. The aim of a concept artist is to design next ideas as quickly
as can be and to present them in most effective way, while the aim
of an illustrator is creation of final, finished work of art.
Concept is created for all of production team of a film or a game to save
time during designing necessary visual elements for a particular project.
In the same time, visual form allows to carry out an analysis of its
expressive qualities. In this context, visual concept is a form of an
outline of a representational idea element or a group of elements and
it is not the final version of visualization called „atwork”. It is a part of
bigger production process, a half-product – something a viewer can
see, but in its essence it was not created for a viewer to see.

Illustration though is a final product, a viewer can see – it is a process
and aim in the same time.
Concept art is story telling with picture. It consists of many drawn
elements, and their sum carries the story which must be interesting for
a viewer. Each of these elements means something and in a message
of 2D picture serves a particular role thus concept art verges on the
border of art and communication.
Concept art is expressive and impressive. It has to be coherent and
functional, i.e. it must carry a certain atmosphere, features or emotions in such a way to evoke certain impressions in a viewer. Choice of
means to depict an element has to be logically adjusted to the way it
influences viewer with retaining unity of form, content and expressive
value – means of expression should be adequate to planned way of
influence on emotions, to build certain air.
Conceptual art is often associated with concept art. Both terms – sometimes used interchangeably – have been crossing ways for over half
of century.
Chronologically, the term concept art appeared first. Already in 1960
Henry Flynt wrote in his work, Essay: Concept Art: “concept art is the
first of all arts where material is concept”. In fact, the philosopher
using the term concept art, actually meant what seven years later Sol
LeWitt in his “Paragraphs on Conceptual Art” would call conceptual
art pointing idea or concept as its most important aspect. Since then,
instead concept art the term of conceptual art would be used, and
concept art itself would mean something quite different.
The difficulties in understanding of both terms of two different art
domains result from similar words describing them in English. In Polish
language if we stick to English terminology, the association between
them is less obvious, however in other languages it is hard to avoid:
concept art / le concept par l'art and l'art conceptuel in Frech, Concept
art and Konzeptkunst in German (literally, concept art), concept art
and arte concettual in Italian, kонцепт-арт i kонцептуальное
искусство in Russian.
As you can see, concept art exists in the original version in the majority
of languages. Spanish version with a homonym is an exception: arte
conceptual and … arte conceptual! and Polish where concept art is used
interchangeably with grafika koncepcyjna. The Polish name is exceptionally accurate since firstly it moves the whole term from art to graphics
narrowing its meaning, and secondly stresses two key components for
concept art: graphics and concept in the same time not obliterating
link with conceptualism.

Conceptual art according to Władysław Kopaliński’s “Foreign words
dictionary” is defined as: „Contemporary art current aiming at presentation of plan, sketch, draft, schematic diagram, rough copy of a work
without its completion” [Kopaliński 2007, p. 304]. Conceptual artist
uses any material and chosen form as the most appropriate means
to present the idea. The presentation of a concept without “completion”
links a conceptual artist with a concept artist and in the same time
conveys the essence of concept art itself.

History of concept art
History of concept art as a certain form of expression is more complicated
than the history of the very term. It begins much earlier, log before the
computer era, although concept art is undoubtedly connected with
development of video games. In the same time, it is difficult to give
a precise date of including concept art into process of pre-production,
or the phase preceding production itself with a source code, graphics
and sound layout. All researchers agree, all visual areas stem from
late Palaeolithic rock art from the period between 14 000 to 8 000 B.C.
Our ancestors could create first “media messages” with their paintings
presenting ideas and designs. Ancient Egyptians via their visual presentation – hieroglyphics – transferred their ideas on agriculture, ceremonial
rites like burials or architectonic solutions on building pyramids.
The ancients sketched what they worked on. In the same time they
informed their contemporaries on final effect of an idea. Through the
ages, artists from different civilizations used papyrus, parchment, paper
and other information media writing down the following stages of more
or less complicated designs including ship, armour, city walls. Humans
had always created concepts, although in the history of humanity they
were not called concept artworks.
However it is not known who coined and spread the term concept art
in the context of a key process of pre-production, it is certain it was
mentioned for the first time as early as in the 30s of XX century. Then
concepts were used in production of Walt Disney’s animated movies.
Before a character appeared in animation someone had to show how
it was supposed to look like.
Characteristic classic style of Disney movies from the 30s and 40s
of the XX century was, in fact, worked out by several concept artists
whose task were to design all pictured world to be as close as possible
to a full of panache artistic vision of Walt Disney.
However Disney had wanted to create animated adaptation of “Alice
in Wonderland” much earlier, he only returned to the project in 1937 after

huge success of “Snowhite and Seven Dwarves”. There were many
sketches for adaptation of Lewis Caroll’s masterpiece and most interesting were created by David S. Hall in 1939, however the film was finally
completed only in 1951 after introduction of next successive changes.
The first, full-length Walt Disney’s animation – “Snowhite and Seven
Dwarves” is a pioneering movie since a concept artist, cartoonist Albert
Hunter had a great influence on art, or perhaps visual shape, of the
whole production. Although formally he was not the Artistic Director,
in fact he directed a team of several artists working on it. Every designed
detail – from the characters to the mirror frame – had to have his approval
before they went to animation board.
The second significant figure in “Snowhite” production was Gustaf
Tenggren, responsible for instance for concepts to “Fantasy” from 1940,
the final art design for “Pinocchio” from the same year (he created
Gepetto’s workshop) and also animated scenes in the forest in “Bambi”
from 1942.
Tengreen, along with Mary Blair – the concept artists for “Alice in
Wonderland”, “Peter Pan” or “Cinderella” – is considered to be one
of the artists responsible for formulation of Disney’s animation style.
There are numerous works from location idea, or places painted in
watercolour or gouache contained many detailed information, even
lightning directions.
Another industry which employed concept artists in the 30s of the
XX century was automobile industry. Concept cars were prototypes,
studio vehicles, “cars of the future”, which were supposed to show technical and design potential of a producer or designing studio surpassing
contemporary achievements in the business.
The first world’s concept car was made in 1933. Gustaf Ericsson designed
Venus Bilo for Volvo, a vehicle very much digressed from contemporary cars. Venus Bilo had side doors in the bonnet which gave access
to the engine, and vertically set second spare wheel served partially
as a bumper – the first one was hidden in fender.
The next concept car in the history of automobiles was Buick Y-Job
designed in 1938 by Harley J. Earl, and produced by General Motors.
Earl equipped it with unheard-of technical novelties such as automatic
windows or hidden lamps opened and closed by electricity. He used
design corresponding to art déco style.
In 1939 Albrecht Graf von Goertz, later a designer for BMW, built his first
car on Ford Mercury chassis – a two-doors coupé, he called Paragon.
The car was presented the same year at the world exhibition – The World
of Tomorrow in New York.

In the following years, designers used concept cars for their numerous
concept plans. The very idea to use conceptual art in automobile industry
is very interesting. A concept car had to undergo certain stages to adjust
it for market standards. The idea was being developed until the final
version was created, ready for mass production. Often concepts were
abandoned since design was too innovative and much ahead of its times.
It exactly happened nearly two decades later with designs of Zdzisław
Beksiński. The artist whose great-grandfather had established Autosan
company, not only designed its logo but also four concept buses. In 1958
he presented SFW-1, a prototype of “Bus of the Future” with big windows
and glass roof. The carriage though was the most unconventional: it had
two side air inlets corresponding to aircraft aesthetics which allowed
cooling the engine in the back. They resembled “wings” of American road
cruisers thus the prototype was dubbed “A winged bus”. The concept bus
was not approved for mass production since it was too futuristic, too
American and it did not fit the Polish design standards. The following
Beksiński’s designs were not approved either: SFA-2 (1962), SFA-3 (1964)
and SFA-4 Alfa (1964), however the factory produced a trial series of
twenty vehicles of the last one.

Concept Art Pioneers
Nowadays concept art is mostly regarded as a part of gaming and
movie industries. Indeed, the current had been developing resiliently
in animation and then in feature movies, mostly of Science Fiction
genre. Among contemporary concept artist there are some from the
80s of the XX century who influenced the perception of concept art
via their special effects designs, scenography or characters, through
“thinking-up” things, mostly non-existent in reality.
One of such persons is Syd Mead, sometimes called “the god of concept
art”. He was responsible for special effects for the most important
movies in Science Fiction including: “Blade Runner” (1982), “Tron”
(1982) and “Aliens” (1986). He also invented the Sulaco space ship.
In ”Tron” costumes concepts were designed by Jean “Moebius” Giraud,

one of the most famous French comics artists. Also Stan Winston is
one of the “founding fathers”, who created the eponymous character
for the film “Predator” (1987).
Another important artist is Ralph McQuarrie who worked on “Star Wars”
original trilogy. He designed many characters and places including
Darth Vader and Chewbacca or a space station very important for the
whole series – The Death Star.
Since late 80s of the XX century concept art began to enter the production of computer games. Very characteristic skill games from the
previous decade, like “Pong” were being ousted by projects based on
feature themes.
In Poland domestic gaming market consolidated only on the turn of the
century. Two important companies were established then: Techland
and CD Projekt. In 1999 Techland issued a game called “Extermination”,
and CD Projekt in 2003 began working on the first game from the series
of “The Witcher”. Concept artists were already present in the production
of its second part. Due to intensive development of Polish computer
games market, two important games were released in 2015: Techland’s
“DyingLight” and CD Projekt’s “The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt”. Both were ranked
in the first top ten on the World’s bestselling games lists.
Since the last decade Polish artists have created concepts for computer games, movies, animations and commercials. They work on the
most important Polish and foreign projects. The group of the most
important Polish concept artists includes: Piotr Arendzikowski, Damian
Bajowski, Szymon Biernacki, Krystian Biskup, Sylwia Bomba, Sandra
Duchiewicz, Sławomir Fedorczuk, Wojtek Fus, Bartłomiej Gaweł, Adrianna
Głowacka, Piotr Jabłoński, Marcin Jakubowski, Tomasz Jedruszek, Marcin
Karolewski, Przemek Kotyński, Mariusz Kozik, Michał Lisowski, Marek
Madej, Sławomir Maniak, Michał Niewiara, Marek Okoń, Marcin Panasiuk,
Magdalena Pągowska, Grzegorz Przybyś, Magdalena Radziej, Maciej
Rębisz, Krzysztof Rosłan, Grzegorz Rutkowski, Artur Sadłos, Michał
Sawtyruk, Rafał Wojtunik, Dariusz Zabrocki, Matias Zamęcki, Tomasz
Zarucki. And the album is also dedicated to them.

CONCEPT ARTIST’S WORKSHOP
By Dr. Kamila Tuszyńska

Concept art is a multi-aspect notion, and concept artist’s work is
undoubtedly full of challenges. The essence of this artistic current
can be well presented on the example of the computer game “The
Witcher 3: Wild Hunt” especially in the aspect of character concept creation. To this end, we present following phases of a concept artist work
in the process of developing game characters and explain why concept
projects are so important for realization of whole productions. However,
before taking a closer look into concept artist’s studio, we should review
exceptionally important concept showing true craftsmanship of Polish
artists – the third part of game about Geralt from Riva.
“The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt” is a CD Projekt RED production. This RPG
game based on A. Sapkowski’s prose as a feature game with open World,
quickly built its fan base and repeated the success of previous parts.
The third act of Witcher’s adventures was being created between years
2011‒2015 with the assumption it would be the last of the series about
The White Wolf saga. Commercial campaign of the game began already
in February 2013 with presentation of one of the scenes on the cover
of “Game Informer” magazine. Works on the basic version of the game

Several variants of Geralt character – the eponymous “Witcher”
Source: CD Projekt RED

ended in April 2015 and it had its premiere a month later – on 19th of
May. The Game Director of the "Witcher 3” was Konrad Tomaszkiewicz.
There were over 240 people working on the project in studio and totally
in the realization of the project over 1500 people were engaged. The list
of concept graphics working on the creation of fantastic world where
legendary Geralt kills various monsters is long. We should mention
the following artists: Andrzej Dybowski, Katarzyna Redesiuk, Lea
Anna Leonowicz, Marta Dettlaff, Bernard Kowalczuk, James McDade
Daly, Liew Chin Hoong, Zuzanna Kapuścińska, Jan Marek, Marek Madej,
Beata Rączka, Maciej Wojtala, Daria Coelho, Łukasza Nowicki, Stefan
Groenewoud, Monika Zawistowska and Paweł Zych.
Creation of a world in a game is a complex and multi-phase process
thus very interesting and inspiring. Along with Concept Artists (interdisciplinary creators who work on character, artefacts and location
concepts) there are Character Artists (artist modeling characters only)
and Environment Artists (artists responsible for creation of environment
or location). All of them watch over the presented world to be coherent
and also attractive for a gamer.

As mentioned above, we are going to investigate the essence of concept
artist studio on the example of character creation. In general, a concept
graphic on the way to “ideal hero” works out a two-dimensional concept
and on the base of it, three-dimensional model is created to be seen
from all angles.
This “generated” form of a character is ready to be taken by technical
artists and animators. The whole procedure is to create a character
possible to be implemented in the game.
Creation of heroes concepts might seem simple but it is quite contrary.
The essence of the process is “thinking out” a character, shaping it, creating frames to be filled with the next adequate artists in the following
stages of the project. Thus the role of concept artist is fundamental and
character creation is a complex, multi-stages process which includes
among other activities:
Brief – building a foundation for further works,
Research – looking for ideas,
Concept – going towards the hero,
3D modelling – character’s first breath.

Brief – building a foundation for further works.
Brief is the first stage of any project – or working out objectives for
production. It is extremely important for every project establishing
quality and character of final product.
Thus brief is a description of basic data, clues and objectives useful
in the process of creating a project. In case of “Witcher 3” there was
no need to prepare a precise brief on every phase of the project. The
ideas of characters, artefacts and sceneries were mostly taken from
prose of Andrzej Sapkowski. In Polish fantasy flagship masterpiece
there were detailed descriptions of characters, monsters, plants or
even whole locations.
Concept artists began to work on main independent characters – so
called NPCs, opponents – also monsters and background characters
and communities – i.e. citizens of a village or wizards. What is important, a detailed brief is prepared for the most important characters
and for the rest there are only general guidelines.

Research – looking for ideas.
After brief phase, we can go on to research. Here the essence of work
is looking for ideas and inspirations to prepare more precise look of
a particular character. It is worth to mention, a concept artist “work”
all the time constructing in mind so called visual library of many interesting elements for instance photographs, film frames or pictures of
passing objects. That is why references can be images from Internet of
an interesting detail – teeth for instance – as well as a photograph of
one’s own shoes or clouds in the sky which usefully took a desired shape.
After gathering of references concept artist consults everything with
Character Art Director. In “Witcher 3” it was Paweł Mielniczuk, and director
of the studio – in the project it was Adam Badowski. Acceptation of
a reference set gives the artist a green light. Idea character shaping
may begin.

Concept – going towards the hero.
In the concept phase sketches of characters are created – the most
detailed for leading characters. Drawing of many sketches begin before
a character concept is created or its outline in 2D. The whole process of
their creation is called interring and consequent proposals in this process
are called iterations. Initially there is a lot of them, then their number is
gradually reduced in the process of selection.
In the initial phase there are many versions of a character then. First
concept artist takes care of a general image of a hero then he concentrates

A scene from “The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt” game
Source: CD Projekt RED

on his apparel. What interesting, concepts of heroes clothing are not
restricted to listing of general features but include many details including
texture, material, appendages and details. Iterations of apparel are similarly
created like iterations of characters. In fact, only main characters’ concepts
are clarified regarding colours. Minor characters, from community class
mostly have theirs in black and white.
Every character must be properly set in the storyline or in particular location – in another words, must be an integral and harmonious component
of presented world. One of the first concepts of Ice Giant character from
“The Witcher 3” assumed he would be created only from frozen elements.
However the first concepts of the monster were not coherent with other
elements of the game, such as the island the monster lived on with other
beasts and animals.
Some indicated the clothing of Ice Giant should be made of everything
accessible, everything what was within his reach. It was assumed a good
solution, to dress him in shields and skulls of warriors defeated by him.
Then it was assumed the monster had to be 3‒4 meters tall. Thus it led
to necessity of changing the whole concept. During modelling it turned out
the monster still seemed to be too short. Obviously, it had to be enlarged.
The example shows that in this phase concept has to be detailed and
to obtain precision and perfection everything has to be coherent and
perfected to form homogenous unity supported with logical arguments.
Concept works are carried on until every detail, feature and allegiance
is perfected.

In “The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt” there are hundreds of characters – it measures the amount of work of the concept artists. Thanks to their designs
and also cooperation with character designers or quest designers it was
possible to keep smoothness of works, coherence and also opening of
the next phases of game design. In this regard concept becomes not only
a process of creation of different character variants but also a platform
for communication between various artistic activities. Concept graphics
enable storyline specialists – writers, scriptwriters – to imagine characters
before designing 3D models. It allows to create adequate surrounding,
to define role, interaction or behaviour of the characters. Communication
between artists is very important – none of the game elements, including
characters, exists on its own and everything has to make a coherent image.
Only this way, a gamer can involve in the story and immerse in created
world. After choosing the final version of a character concept the work
on it spatial form modelling begins.

3D modelling – character’s first breath.
After choosing the final version of character concept it is possible
to start working on spatial modelling. It is a task for modeller who uses
computer tools to create three-dimensional pictures (3D). Obviously,
it is based on already created concept and is strictly connected with
its concept artist.
During the first phase of 3D modelling all the elements gathered in electronic libraries are used or these prepared for other fragments of game.

Gradually they are modified and fitted to 2D concept. It must be stressed,
modeller does not need to stick to the accepted concept rigidly – even
should not do it. Modelling allows to verify some physical parameters
– hands movement, for instance. This is the phase another corrections
can be made. All to make final concept to be effectively implemented
in the game.
The case of Geralt’s armour shows the importance of critical approach
in the 3D modelling phase. Only during the spatial modelling it turned
out the pauldorns made of coat of mail from neck to elbows could not be
physically stretched thus restraining the character’s moves. Necessary
corrections had to be implemented into the design.
Concept works end when a final, perfected according to objectives and
adjusted to general reality concept of the game. Concept graphics does
not take part in further works of the project. Character is set in game
reality (implementation) it is animated and analysed on credibility of its
behaviour in the course of the action. Also use and behaviour of apparels
and props are verified. Here begins laborious work of programmers,
animators and other people responsible for „materialization” of the
whole virtual world.
However concept artist is involved only in initial phase of any given
production, his role is extremely important, and in some phases even
fundamental for the success of the game.
Concept Artist is a person in whose imagination all key elements of
created reality are born.
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- born in Rzeszów
– lives and works in Wyszków
– specializes in concept and colour script

“The most important thing is not to worry
about these of no importance”.
He has always liked more painting, more expressive works in which light and
colour play more important role than shapes. This fondness has its reflection in his
artistic doings. He attempts to follow it in his commercial endeavours being in
accordance with clients’ and market recommendations. He mostly creates concepts
and colour scripts. He likes the initial phases of making the projects most when
all attention can be focused on such basic yet key elements like composition, light
and colours. Well prepared brief from a client can efficiently boost his creativity,
however he finds his inspiration in works of other concept artists.
Bajowski graduated from Architecture and Urban Planning at Białystok Technical
University. He co-worked with computer games: “The Witcher” and “Dawn of War III”
or with short animated movie, “The Ark”. There are many prestigious studios among
his employers including Axis Animation, CD Projekt Red, City Interactive, Platige Image
and Radical Publishing. Besides video games and animations he also creates book
covers and TV commercials.
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Singing Monkey

A graphics for the author’s project.
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Orpheus

Illustration for a music album cover of Orpheus band titled “Resillusion”.
2015
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Orc's Cave

From the initiative of the author.
2017
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